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Objective/Learning Target:  

Students will understand, and explain the Leaders Law of 
Influence



Warm Up
The Leaders Law of Influence:

‘With every person’s life we touch, there is 
the possibility for mutual change. With every 
person’s life we touch, there is the 
possibility that the whole world will change.

Even though we are all practicing social 
distancing and staying at home right now you 
can still have influence.

How many people did you have the opportunity 
to influence yesterday?
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to influence yesterday?

This is a difficult question for me to answer because I am quarantining by myself.  
But I did have a chance to reach out to my sister and two of my cousins yesterday.  
I imagine we all influenced each other just by being someone to connect with.



Lesson Activity: The Law of Influence 
Over the next few days we are going to watch 
examples to see how the Law of Influence works 
in leadership.

First you are going to watch “Kindness 
Boomerang”.

So take out your notebooks and answer these 
questions on the following slide:



Lesson Activity
The Kindness Boomerang

What specific examples of influence did you 
notice in the video? 

• Does everyone think the same way as the 
construction worker? 

Why or why not? 

• What do you think of the line, “It might not be 
probable, but it is possible”? • Why is it 
important that we live in the possible and not 
always in the probable? 

• Why is it important that we live in the possible 
and not always in the probable? 

• Have you seen examples of a chain reaction of 
kindness that lead to a boomerang effect in your 
own life? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwAYpLVyeFU


Practice 
Now that you have answered the most obvious 
questions about the video I want you to think 
about some of the less obvious things in the 
video that are connected to the law of influence.

Did you notice that while the boy was helping 
the older lady across the street, his friends were 
following him in the background and watching 
everything that he did?

 • Did you notice that even though the younger 
lady who was helped by the older lady who 
crossed the street did not smile, she still kept 
the chain of kindness going, which shows that 
no act of kindness is ever wasted? • 

• Did you see that the hot dog vendor standing 
in front of the man who was sitting outside the 
music store, probably for awhile, jumped in with 
kindness only when the man first bought an 
extra hot dog for him?

 • Did you understand why the girl bought 
flowers for the older lady that was sitting in the 
outdoor restaurant? 

 • Did you notice why the old lady who received 
the flowers gave the $100 tip for the waitress?  



Reflection
Who will you influence today? 

 What can you do to make sure you are having a 
positive influence?


